
Unwinding Forward CorretabilityJonathan K. MillenThe MITRE CorporationBedford, MA 01730AbstratA state-mahine formulation is given for forward or-retability in event systems, to provide a type of un-winding result for this information ow seurity prop-erty. We show also how regular expression notationprovides an easy mehanial tool for verifying for-ward orretability for small systems, whih is ne-essary for the e�etive presentation of examples andexerises.1 Bakground1.1 IntrodutionThe theory of seure information ow in omputersystems began in the mid-1970's in response to Lamp-son's note on the on�nement problem, whih intro-dued the onept of \overt hannels." Early artiles[Den76, Mil76℄ presented tehniques for \ow analy-sis," to be applied to appliation programs or operat-ing system kernel spei�ations, respetively, to de-termine whether information labelled using a lattieof seurity levels ould be leaked out at lower levels.During that period there were several papers inves-tigating the theory of information ow in programs,its relation to logi, and its appliation to the designof partiular overt hannel analysis tehniques andsoftware tools.In the early 1980's ame non-interferene, origi-nating at SRI as a theoretial foundation for theHDM/Speial ow tool [GoMe82℄; it was atuallya generalization of an earlier SRI model [FLR77℄.Based on an abstrat state-transition mahine model,non-interferene was an elegant onept that spawned

many interpretations and subsequent advanes. Thetheory is deep enough so that it underlies both a-ess ontrol and overt hannel analysis, and doesnot distinguish between them. It has been applied asa seurity analysis tehnique to formal spei�ationsof an operating system kernel [HKMY87℄. An impor-tant theoretial advane that assisted in suh applia-tions was the \unwinding theorem," whih permits anoninterferene poliy to be expressed equivalently asa test on transition spei�ations rather than traes[GoMe84℄. A partiularly luid rephrasing of thatresult was given by Rushby [Rus85℄.Noninterferene as originally de�ned applies onlyto deterministi systems. Other information owmodels were introdued for appliation to systemsthat were not adequately represented by the deter-ministi SRI model. Nondeterministi system mod-els are divided roughly into two types, probabilis-ti and ombinatori, depending on whether prob-ability distributions are assumed known for the sys-tem's nondeterministi hoies. A disussion of prob-abilisti noninterferene is given by Gray [Gry92℄.The orresponding de�nitions of information ow anbe related to Shannon's lassial information theory.Even the ombinatori models and noninterfereneitself an be seen as speial ases of an information-theoreti inter-pretation [Mil87℄, although they anbe expressed more diretly using Sutherland's nonde-duibility, a funtional independene onept [Sut86℄.A signi�ant advane in the nondeterminis-ti/ombinatori branh of model development wasMCullough's \hookup" seurity, later alled \re-stritiveness." Extending noninterferene to a nonde-terministi event-system ontext, it was omposable.That is, the result of interonneting two restritive1



systems (onsistent with input/output labels) is re-stritive. As a trae model, it still needed, and laked,an unwinding theorem. Although an approximatelyequivalent version of it was given for state mahines,restritiveness did not have a satisfatory unwindingresult.It was argued in [Mil90℄ that a useful de�nition ofinformation seurity should be at least as strong asnondeduibility on inputs (nondeduibility of higher-level inputs from low-level observations), and it alsoshould be omposable, i.e., preserved in an interon-netion of seure systems. Many of the examples thatillustrate the inadequay of nondeduibility on inputsalone as a satisfatory de�nition an be reast as ex-amples of ompositions of seure systems suh thatthe result is not nondeduibility seure.The pivotal result in the nondeterminis-ti/ombinatori branh of model developmentwas MCullough's \hookup" seurity, later alled\restritiveness." Extending noninterferene to anondetermininsti event-system ontext, it had thesought property of omposability. As a trae model,it still needed, and laked, an unwinding theorem.Although an approximately equivalent version of itwas given for state mahines, restritiveness did nothave a satisfatory unwinding result.In 1988, Johnson and Thayer disovered a seurityondition that was similar to restritiveness and re-tained its essential properties, namely that it is atleast as strong as nondeduibility and it is ompos-able [JoTh88℄. But their seurity ondition, alledforward orretability, was an improvement beauseit was weaker i.e., it was satis�ed by more systems.Like the original form of restritiveness, it was de�nedfor event systems. We show in this paper that anyevent system an be expressed in state-mahine form.The statement of forward orretability for suh statemahines is presented, and we shall see that it hasmost, though not all, of the required properties of auseful unwinding result.Regular expression notation is a traditional wayof speifying �nite-state mahines and supportingproofs of their properties. We show here how this no-tation an be used to desribe event systems and testnondeduibility and forward orretability, at leastfor small examples.

1.2 Event Systems1.2.1 Non-Serializable SystemsEvent system or other trae models are usually jus-ti�ed by the need to represent nondeterministi sys-tems. Determinism seems to all for atomiity, in thefollowing sense: When a user submits a ommand tothe system, the state hange should depend only onthe state at the time the input was reeived, and onthe input itself. While there is in fat some time be-tween the system all and the return to the user, itis required for atomiity that no other user's ations(as well as other events suh as I/O interrupts) ana�et the new state, at least to the extent that it willever beome visible to the user. Also, the transientintermediate states between reeiving the input andthe return should not be visible to any proess; sub-sequent inputs should not be aepted until a well-de�ned system state is ahieved.Strit atomiity of transitions is atually not ne-essary to model a system deterministially; it is suÆ-ient to have serializability. A system is serializable if,for every onurrent exeution of system alls, thereis some possible disjoint ordering of those alls thatwould produe the same net result. A system withthis property is equivalent to one with atomi tran-sitions for modelling purposes.
Figure 1: A non-serializable systemHowever, not all systems are serializable. Here is asimple example of one that is not. Suppose that thereis a system all that sets two entries T1; T2 in a globalsystem table, one after the other, to the identity ofthe proessor that exeutes it. If this system allis exeuted onurrently on two proessors A and B,



and the table is not loked as part of the operation, itis possible (due to di�erent lok speeds, interrupts,et.) that the sequene of exeution will be: T1 := B,T1 := A, T2 := A, T2 := B. Thus the table will windup with T1 set to \A" and T2 set to \B". This isinonsistent with either serialized result, whih wouldleave both entries with the same value, either A orB. The setup is illustrated in Figure 1.1.2.2 Event SystemsIf a system is not serializable, or not representable de-terministially for any other reason, it is not possibleto model it aurately using the Goguen-Meseguersystem model. There are models that handle a lim-ited form of nondeterminism, but are still inapableof representing non-serializable systems. To representa non-serializable system, we need to both (1) use a�ner granularity than a system all, yet (2) retainthe sequening of the omponents of a system all.These objetives are met by trae models that di-vide up a system all into input, internal, and outputevents, and whih have a general way of expressing le-gal sequenes of events. One of the earliest and mostinuential of these models is Hoare's CSP [Hoa85℄,and some work has been done to express noninterfer-ene in the ontext of CSP and related models [Fol87,Gra93℄.We will use the event system model introdued byMCullough [MC88a℄. Event systems are express-ible in CSP, but they are simpler oneptually, theyan be desribed without the trappings of the CSPalgebra, and the results we wish to extend here werepresented in an event system ontext.1.2.3 De�nition: event systemAn event system is a quadruple (E; I;O; T ) where Eis a �nite set of events, I and O are disjoint subsets ofevents alled inputs and outputs, respetively, and Tis the set of traes, some subset of the possible �niteevent sequenes. Events in E � (I [ O) are alledinternal. There are two restritions on T :(1) event separability: if �� 2 T then � 2 T (anypre�x of a trae is a trae)

(2) input totality: if � 2 T and i 2 I then �i 2 T (atrae may be extended by any input).(Note that onatenation of sequenes is repre-sented by juxtaposition, and we do not distinguishbetween individual events and a sequene onsistingof a single event.)The prinipal departure from CSP in MCullough'smodel is input totality. This says that any inputmust be aeptable at any time. In CSP, inputs arenot distinguished, so there is no general rule that allinputs must be aepted after every trae. When aninput is \aepted" by an event system, however, allit means is that the input is reorded in the trae; itdoes not neessarily have any e�et on the state ofthe system (it might be ignored).1.2.4 Regular ExpressionsAlthough one of the reasons for using event systemsrather than CSP is to avoid unfamiliar algebrai no-tation, there is an old, well-established notation fordealing with sets of sequenes. It will ome in handyfor expressing examples. A term in regular expres-sion notation denotes a set of sequenes over a givenalphabet; in our ase the alphabet is E. A single-ton set is represented by its element (a sequene); asingle-event sequene is represented by the event. Fortwo terms p and q,pq = f�� j� 2 p ^ � 2 qgp+ q = p [ q = f�j� 2 p _ � 2 qgp� = �+ p+ pp+ ppp+ :::where � is the empty sequene. Thus, p� is the setof �nite onatenations of elements of p. Sine termsrepresent sets of sequenes, the usual set operationslike \\" and \[" an be used, though we usuallyprefer \+" to \[" in this ontext. We use \�" forthe set di�erene operator.Regular expressions over a �nite alphabet suh asE are apable of expressing only regular languages orsets, whih are reognizable by �nite-state mahines.However, we may use the regular expression oper-ators on variables representing arbitrary sets of se-quenes. We mention this as a aution so that the



reader will not assume that an expression suh as p�neessarily represents a regular set, sine p might notbe a regular set itself.We introdue here two operations on event se-quenes that play an important role in de�nitions ofseurity. They are not native to regular expressions;in fat, they are losely related to two operations inCSP, and we will use the CSP notation for them.The �rst is restrition. Suppose � is an event se-quene and A is a set of events. Then �jA, the re-strition of � to A, is the subsequene of � onsistingof elements of A. Thus, if A = fa; g and � = ab,then �jA = a. Restrition may be applied to setsof sequenes elementwise. That is, if p � E� thenpjA = f(�jA)j� 2 pg.The purge of A from p, written pnA, is the restri-tion of p to non-A events. That is,p nA = pj(E �A):1.3 Multilevel SeuritySine we are onerned here with multilevel seurity,we begin by adding a sensitivity level assignment toevents in an event system. This gives us a labelledevent system.1.3.1 De�nition: labelled event systemA labelled event system is a triple (S;L; �) where:S = (E; I;O; T ) is an event system,L is a lattie (of sensitivity levels)� : E ! L (a level assignment funtion).Sometimes we will refer to S itself as a labelledevent system, with the existene of a level lattie andassignment funtion implied.1.3.2 NotationGiven any sensitivity level s 2 L, one an partitionE into two setsE = fe 2 Ej�(e) � sg

alled the \low" events, andE = E �E;alled the \high" events. This notation is ambigu-ous beause it does not indiate the level s used tode�ne it, but that level will ordinarily be lear fromontext.Also, for any set of sequenes p � E�; we de�nep = pjE and p = pjE:1.3.3 Forward CorretabilityThe �rst de�nition of information ow seurity thatwas shown to be omposable is MCullough's restri-tiveness (originally alled \hook-up seurity"). Likenoninterferene, restritiveness is de�ned to apply ina broader ontext than multilevel seurity, but we areonerned here only with its speialization to multi-level seurity. We will not present restritiveness herebeause it has been superseded by a property that isbetter, in the sense that, while it is omposable andstronger than nondeduibility on inputs, it is weakerthan restritiveness. This property is forward or-retability, due to Johnson and Thayer [JoTh88℄.To de�ne forward orretability, we must �rst de-�ne simple perturbations and orretions. These def-initions are in the ontext of some given event systemand some level s to di�erentiate \high" and \low."1.3.4 De�nition: simple perturbationÆ is a simple perturbation of � before  if there existsa high input x 2 I suh that for some �:(1) � = � and Æ = �x (x is inserted into � before) or(2) � = �x and Æ = � (x is deleted from � before).1.3.5 De�nition: orretion�0 is a orretion of Æ in  if Æ = � and �0 = �0suh that: 0 =  and jI = 0jI .Thus, a orretion in  is a modi�ation of highnon-inputs in .



1.3.6 De�nition: forwardly orretableA labelled event system is forwardly orretable if, forall levels s 2 L, for all traes � 2 T , and for all lowinputs a 2 I ,if (Æ is a simple perturbation of � before  or Æ is asimple perturbation of � before a)and jI = L ( ontains no high inputs),then there exists a orretion �0 of Æ in  suh that�0 2 T .This de�nition would be turned into the equivalentof restritiveness if the low input a ould be replaedin the de�nition by an arbitrarily long sequene oflow inputs. Johnson and Thayer showed that forwardorretability is stritly weaker than restritiveness,by exhibiting an event system that is forwardly or-retable but not restritive. They also proved thatforward orretability is omposable.The remaining goal for forward orretability is anwnwinding theorem. We will present a result thathas the form of an unwinding result, though it is notidea from a pratial point of view. The �rst stepis to show how event systems an be represented asstate-transition mahines.2 The State-Mahine Ap-proah2.1 An Unwinding ResultUnwinding addresses the need for a pratial way toverify seurity of a system, working from the ode ora higher-level formal spei�ation of it. Both non-interferene and nondeduibility are stated in termsof traes. While some systems may be spei�ed di-retly in terms of their possible traes (see, e.g.,[ML92℄), program ode and many other formal spe-i�ation approahes assume a state-transition model,and speify individual state transitions. It is helpful,therefore, to express a seurity property as a ondi-tion on individual state transitions. A theorem stat-ing the equivalene of a trae-based seurity onditionwith a transition-based seurity ondition is alled an

unwinding theorem. An unwinding result for nonin-terferene has been available sine 1984 [GoMe84℄.2.1.1 Event System AeptorsGiven an event system, there is a state-transition ma-hine (or just \state mahine") that ats as an aep-tor for traes.2.1.2 De�nition: aeptorAn aeptor is a tuple M = (Q; I;A; Æ; q0) where Qis a set of states, I is a set of inputs, A � Q is theset of aept states, Æ : Q� I ! Q is the next-statefuntion, and q0 2 Q is the initial state.If Æ is extended as usual to Q�I�, we will say thatan input sequene � is aepted if Æ(q0; �) 2 A: Notethat we have not required an aeptor to have only a�nite number of states.To onstrut an aeptor for an event system, webegin by introduing an operator on event sequenesthat is familiar both from a regular expression on-text and from CSP. We will use the CSP notation forit.2.1.3 De�nition: /If q � E� is a set of event sequenes, and � 2 E�;q=� = f� j�� 2 qg:In CSP, q=� is alled \q after �." For regular ex-pressions, this is the Brzozowski derivative [Brz64℄.It strips � o� all elements of q that had � as a pre�x,leaving the tails. The derivative operation has someobvious elementary properties whih we will use with-out proof, suh as (q=�)=� = q=(��):2.1.4 De�nition: event system aeptorM is an aeptor for an event system S = (E; I;O; T )if M = (Q;E;Q� f;g; Æ; T )where Æ(q; e) = q=e, and Q = fT=�j� 2 E�g.We are begging the question by alling M the a-eptor for S. It is obvious that M is an aeptor, butwe must prove that it aepts exatly the traes of S.



2.1.5 TheoremIf M is the aeptor for S, M aepts � i� � 2 T .Proof Simply note that T=� 6= ; if and only if �is a pre�x of some trae in T .2.1.6 s-EquivaleneThe unwinding-like result for forward orretabilitywill be similar in that we begin by identifying anequivalene relation on the states of the aeptor.Two states will be onsidered s-equivalent if theyhave the same projetion under �, de�ned as the lowview of high-input-free ontinuations:2.1.7 De�nition: projetion�(q) = (q \ (E � I)�)jE:Although � depends on the level s, we are ontin-uing our pratie of leaving s impliit.2.1.8 De�nition: s-equivaleneq is s-equivalent to q0, written q � q0, if �(q) = �(q0):It will ome in handy later to observe that � is aregular expression homomorphism, that is:2.1.9 Proposition�(p+ q) = �(p) + �(q) and �(pq) = �(p)�(q).This implies also that �(p�) = (�(p))�; �(�) = �;and �(;) = ;.2.1.10 The Unwinding TheoremThe de�nition for s-equivalene looks peuliar, butit is justi�ed by the following unwinding-like theo-rem. What keeps it from being a truly satisfatoryunwinding theorem is the fat that it inludes a on-dition on two suessive transitions, rather than one.But this is still far better than dealing with eventsequenes of arbitrary length. Another drawbak isthat the state equivalene used is muh less intuitivethan that for noninterferene, though we will showhow to deal with it for some small examples.

2.1.11 TheoremIf M is the aeptor for the labelled event system S,S is forwardly orretable i� for eah level s, highinput x 2 I , low input a 2 I , and state q 2 Q,q=x � qand(q=x)=a � q=a:Proof This result is atually quite mehaniallystraightforward. It is simply a translation of the def-inition of forward orretability into the aeptor on-text. The proof has four parts, orresponding to thetwo diretions of impliation, and either the two stateequivalenes above, or whether or not the low inputis present before  in the de�nition of forward or-retability. We will prove one part below in detail,and omit the rest.Suppose S is forwardly orretable. Assume x 2 Iand q 2 Q. We will show that q=x � q. This is trivialif q = ;, so assume q 6= ;:We must show that �(q=x) = �(q), i.e., that (q=x\(E � I)�)jE = (q \ (E � I)�)jE: We show �rst thatthe left side is a subset of the right side. If the leftside is empty, we are done; otherwise, produe  2q=x \ (E � I)�: We must �nd 0 2 q \ (E � I)� with0 = .For some � 2 T , we have q = T=�. Then q=x =T=�=x = T=(�x), so �x 2 T , and � is a simpleperturbation of �x before . Furthermore, sine 2 (E � I)�,  has no high inputs. By forwardorretability, there exists 0 suh that �0 2 T; 0 =; and 0jI = jI . This means that 0 2 q and 0 alsohas no high inputs. But then 0 2 q \ (E � I)�, andwe are done.To show that that (q \ (E � I)�)jE � (q=x \ (E �I)�)jE, the argument is essentially the same beausedeleting x is also a simple perturbation.2.2 Testing Forward CorretabilityThe motivation for unwinding results is to provide apratial way of testing a seurity ondition, in thisase forward orretability. It turns out that if anevent system aeptor is small, it is very easy to tests-equivalene. Thus, this unwinding result an beuseful at least as a way of heking small illustrativeexamples.



Aeptors for small examples are usually repre-sentable without diÆulty either in the form of aregular expression for the set of traes, or as a stategraph. In either ase it is straightforward to expresseah state in regular expression form. We will showhow to �nd the projetion �(q) of a state q given asa regular expression.2.2.1 Calulating Projetions of Regular Ex-pressionsFirst, we observe that if A � E, then q \ (E � A)�may be obtained from the regular expression for qby replae eah ourrene of an event in A with ;.This has the e�et of eliminating those sequenes inq having any ourrene of an event in A. To �nd�(q), we will �rst replae high inputs in q with ;.For example, (a + b + )� is the set of all se-quenes of a's, ab's and 's, suh as a, ab, , aa, a,ab, et. If E = fa, b, g, the intersetion (a + ab +)� \ (E - fag)� may be found easily if we replae aby ; in (a + ab + )�; the result is (;+ ; + )� = �.Seond, we observe that qjA may be obtained fromthe regular expression for q by replaing eah our-rene of an event in E - A with �. This deletes ele-ments of A from eah sequene in q. Note, in parti-ular, that q = qjE = q(E�E), so q may be found byreplaing high events in q with �.With (a + ab + )� again, suppose that b is lowand a and  are high. Note that(a + ab + )� = (a + ab + )�jfbg.The result is found by replaing ourrenes of a and with �. This gives (� + �b + �)� = (� + b)� =b�.Putting the two examples together, suppose that aand  are high and b is low, a is an input, and b and are outputs. Thus, E = fbg and I = fag. Let q =(a + ab + )� again. Then�(q) = ((a + ab + )� \ (E - fag)�)jfbg = �jfbg= �� = �.2.2.2 A Small ExampleTwo small example systems appeared in [MC88b℄,alled A and B, to illustrate the non-omposability of

a strawman generalization of noninterferene. Thosesystems have some interesting properties with respetto the de�nitions we have given:(1) System A is forwardly orretable.(2) System B is nondeduibility seure on inputs,but not forwardly orretable.(3) The omposition of systemsA andB is not nond-eduibly seure on inputs.In order to some of those properties, we will speifysystems A and B with �nite-state aeptors and showhow to hek forward orretability for them. Chek-ing nondeduibility on inputs, and onstruting anaeptor for the omposition, are eah possible butrelatively laborious, and those ativities will not beundertaken here.System A has two high inputs, a low input, a highoutput, and three low outputs. One low output isa \stop-ount" output, and the other two representan even or odd parity for the number of high eventsthat preeded the stop-ount output. System B isthe same exept that it has only one high input, andthe stop-ount event is an input instead of an out-put. The �gure below shows a diagram like MCul-lough's for these systems. The �gure atually shows asample vertial timeline for eah system, with inputsand outputs as horizontal arrows. The thik shadedarrows are the high-level events. We prefer single-harater identi�ers for events, so the parity outputsare 0 and 1 and the stop-ount event is . The �gurealso suggests how the two systems are omposed.Both A and B have even (0) and odd (1) parityoutputs, but, for example, 0 in A is distint from0 in B. Hene the parity outputs are subsriptedto identify whih system they belong to. Thus, forsystem A, we have E = fx; a; b; ; 0A; 1Ag, with I =fx; bg; O = fa; ; 0A; 1Ag, and E = f; 0A; 1Ag.One an onstrut an aeptor for a small systemby speifying a regular expression for the traes andthen alulating derivatives, but it is often easier, asin this ase, to write down the state graph for theaeptor diretly. The aeptor for system A is shownin Fig. 3.



Figure 2: MCullough's systems A and B

Figure 3: Aeptor for system AThe initial state is state 0, indiated by the shortarrow at the upper left. The ; state is not shown.Transitions not shown, suh as the transition ausedby event  from state 2, go to the ; state. Notethat for all inputs, namely x and b, there is alwaysa transition to a non-; state. This is neessary andsuÆient for the graph to be the aeptor for someevent system. Reall that an event sequene is a traeif it takes the aeptor from its initial state to anynon-; (visible) state.The graph shown for system A shuttles bak andforth between states 0 and 1 to keep trak of the par-ity of events x; b, and a. When output  ours, thenext output will be determined by the last reorded

parity. After output  has ourred, the inputs x andb have no e�et.There may very well be other event systems thatsatisfy MCullough's informal desription of systemA, and whih ould generate the sample timelinesshown. However, this aeptor graph is a formal spe-i�ation of the partiular interpretation of system Athat we will work with.The next step is to determine the equivalene set ofeah state. State expressions are generated by notingthat, sine � 2 q for eah state q,q = �+�fe(q=e)je 2 Egand reading q=e o� the state graph. This is a stan-dard tehnique found in, e.g., [Gin68℄. Let qi be thestate numbered i in the graph. We have:q0 = �+ (x+ a+ b)q1 + q2q1 = �+ (x+ a+ b)q0 + q3q2 = �+ (x+ b)q2 + 0Aq4q3 = �+ (x+ b)q3 + 1Aq4q4 = �+ (x+ b)q4We ould \solve" these equations to obtain explitexpressions for eah qi, but that will not be neessary.We an use these equations to �nd the projetions.Reall that the projetion is homomorphi, yields ;on high inputs, and � on other high events.�(q0) = �+(;+�+ ;)�(q1)+ �(q2) = �+�(q1)+�(q2)�(q1) = �+(;+�+ ;)�(q0)+ �(q3) = �+�(q0)+�(q3)�(q2) = � + ;+ 0A�(q4) = � + 0A�(q4)�(q3) = � + ;+ 1A�(q4) = � + 1A�(q4)�(q4) = � + ; = �At this point we will have to do some solving, usingGaussian elimination. Beginning with q4 and substi-tuting as we go, we get:



�(q4) = ��(q3) = � + 1A�(q2) = � + 0A�(q1) = � + �(q0) + (� + 1A)�(q0) = � + � + �(q0) + (� + 1A) + (� + 0A) =� + (� + 1A + 0A) + �(q0)Reursive equations are solved using Arden's rule,whih says that the equation p = r + sp has the so-lution p = s�r. Solving the last two,�(q0) = � + (� + 1A + 0A)�(q1) = � + � + (� + 1A + 0A) + (� + 1A) =� + (� + 1A + 0A) = �(q0):We are now ready to hek the onditions for for-ward orretability. This system has no low inputs,so the only ondition to hek is that q=x � q forhigh inputs x (namely, x and b). By symmetry, weonly need to hek using x. We have:�(q0=x) = �(q1)�(q1=x) = �(q0)�(q2=x) = �(q2)�(q3=x) = �(q3)�(q4=x) = �(q4)Thus, system A is forwardly orretable.MCullough's system B has the same state graphas system A, exept that (1) there is no event x,(2) the parity outputs have \B" subsripts, (3)  hasbeome an input, and (3) a and b are exhanged, sinea beomes an input and b an output.The reader an hek that, for system B,�(q0) = � + �(q1) + �(q2)�(q1) = � + �(q0) + �(q3)�(q2) = � + �(q2) + 0B�(q4)�(q3) = � + �(q3) + 1B�(q4)

Figure 4: Aeptor for system B�(q4) = � + �(q4)This yields:�(q4) = ��(q3) = � + �(� + 1B�) = �(� + 1B�)�(q2) = �(� + 0B�)�(q1) = � + �(q0) + �(� + 1B�)�(q0) = � + � + �(q0) + �(� + 1B�) + �(� +0B�) = � + �(q0) + �(� + 0B� + 1B�)To test forward orretability for system B, wemust hek, for all states q, that both q=a � q andq=a= � q=, sine  is a low input. In partiular,�(q0=a=) = �(q3) and �(q0=) = �(q2)And this shows that system B is not forwardly or-retable, sine �(q3) 6= �(q2). This result is some-what stronger than MCullough's observation thatsystem B is not restritive, sine forward orretabil-ity is a weaker property.
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